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Between 20 and 30 million people play fantasy football each year. Now, Fantasy Football: The Next

Level goes beyond stats and projections to teach readers a proven approach to drafting and

managing a team that succeeds - in any league. Dorey's wealth of tips, tools and techniques -

based on two decades of fantasy football expertise - will help experienced players and newcomers

alike win their championships every season. Learn how to: Understand the true value of each

position to your team's success using LAG analysis Get a handle on your league's scoring system

and use it to your advantage Keep your focus and your discipline on draft day using the Advanced

Draft Tracker Ignore the hype surrounding last year's superstar - and build your team with players

who will produce this season. Download the accompanying reference guide.
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I have to say, as a 9 year veteran of fantasy football, I found Fantasy Football: The Next Level, to be

by far the most purely useful book on the subject I have ever read. Coming from a practical "teach a

man to fish" standpoint, the book provides any FF owner, from novice to know-it-all, with a number

of great tools to improve their game. I found the info on the importance and best practices for

creating your own projections to be extremely helpful, something I am implementing this season. All

is delivered in David's winning, humorous style, which makes for a delightful read. If you have any

interest in Fantasy Football, this book is a must-read. Pick it up.



I have followed David Dorey at The Huddle for many years now. His insight and advice have always

impressed me as down to earth and on the money, yet his words were never preachy. He always

seems to explain concepts as if he were your friend beside you at the draft, not the jerk Champion

who knows everything and tells you so. It is with this same refreshing style that Dorey presents all of

the best of his many years of wisdom.This book really could be titled the 'Best of David Dorey'. And

that is precisely why you should pick up a copy, because it is the best from one of the best in the

business. He explains how to draft for a team not just individual stars. Perhaps more important is his

analysis of what to look for when creating your own projections and rankings. But personally I think

his LAG analysis is the most effective way to really see what effect your leagues individual scoring

system has on your draft.One last point that must be mentioned. Not only does 'Fantasy Football:

The Next level' give tons of great advice, but it also explains why these concepts are valid

and................illustrates this with the numbers to prove it. This is truly a great book and one you

need to own if you want to win at Fantasy Football consistently.

This is the second best Fantasy Football book I have ever read. I really liked how it didn't use any

players names which will help the book stay relevant for quite a long time. Even if you buy Sam

Hendricks Fantasy Football Guidebook, I recommend purchasing this book no matter what your

experience in Fantasy Football is.

Any other books I have looked at have been fairly basic in their ideas. I was pleased with some of

the new perspectives Dorey gave me for the upcoming season, and I look forward to trying out

some of his strategies.

I give it a three star rating. Now let me tell you why this is a must read. This is one of the three

books that all serious fantasy football players should read. It is dated, I admit that. However,

understanding the evolution of fantasy football theory is important. It is a must read.

This is the best/ most helpful fantasy football technical advice type of book I've read. The strategies

and techniques are still as appropriate and effective right now as they were when this book was

written (in 2007). From League Analysis & Graphing to properly creating projections, rankings, and

tiering this book has and will help me be a much better FFL player. I am basically an FFL veteran

and this book provided me with many helpful new tips and good reminders for the offseason, draft

prep, the draft itself, in-season, playoffs, and the championship game. I also appreciated the 2



chapters at the end about FFL in the workplace and managing playing the game within life priorities

(like putting your family first). Great book. Is still helpful now and will be for years to come.

No wonder this person won as a professional fantasy player. Alot of work was done to prepare for

the fantasy football season. This is my first professional fantasy football book that explains in great

detail to succeed. I'll tell you that he did alot of work to prepare for a successful season. If you do

what he says, then hopefully it'll work for you. I'm trying it for my first fantasy football money league.

My 1st introduction to the fantasy football world. Couldn't have selected a better book to use as a

building block of fantasy football knowledge. Well written and would recommend to all.
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